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Abstract

Autonomous systems are increasingly relying on machine learning (ML) components to perform a variety of complex tasks in perception, prediction, and control. To guarantee the safety of ML-based autonomous systems, it is important to capture their operational design domain (ODD), i.e., the conditions under which using the ML components does not endanger the safety of the system. In this paper, we present a framework for learning runtime monitors for ODDs of autonomous systems with black-box ML components. A runtime monitor of an ODD predicts based on a sequence of monitorable observations whether the system is about to exit its ODD. We particularly investigate the learning of optimal monitors based on counterexample-guided refinement and conformance testing. We evaluate our approach on a case study from the domain of autonomous driving.

1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been an increase in using autonomous systems in various safety-critical applications. Operating in complex environments, modern autonomous systems depend on machine learning (ML) techniques to solve complex tasks in perception, prediction, and control [2, 4, 17]. ML components such as deep neural networks are, however, brittle; unanticipated changes in the environment may cause a neural network to produce faulty outcomes endangering the safety of the autonomous system [1, 7, 9]. A major driver for this brittleness, is the distribution gap between the data used in training and the data received at runtime. Out-of-distribution learning is key to reducing this gap and has been subject to extensive investigation in the ML community [10, 14, 15, 23, 24].

Out-of-distribution learning aims to detect shifts in the distributions of inputs and labels of ML models, with the goal of learning models that generalize well on unseen inputs. It thus treats the problem on the component level. However, in autonomous systems, ML components are part of a larger system and their behavior is influenced by many external factors, some of which may not have been (sufficiently) covered during training. Analyzing the module in isolation does not tell us anything about its behavior under external factors. It is, therefore, crucial to also examine ML components in the larger context of their systems and learn how they affect their safety. Specifically, it is important to capture the system-level conditions under which these components are guaranteed to maintain the safety of the overall system, also known by its operational design domain (ODD).

In this paper, we introduce a simulation-based approach for learning monitorable operational design domains of black-box systems, in particular those with critical ML components. We emphasize the role of monitorability in this context. To assure the safety of the system, the boundaries defined by an ODD must be monitored during operation and the system should only operate (automonomously) using the ML component when these boundaries are met. In contrast to general notions of ODDs [3, 12, 13, 16, 19], we are, therefore, interested in learning ODDs defined over a monitorable feature space and which can be implemented as runtime monitors. Not every ODD can be monitored at
runtime. Some aspects of the ODD may not be reliably observable or are too expensive to observe. A monitor relying on these aspects is not (efficiently) implementable.

In many cases, the system or its ML components are black boxes with no access to their implementation or the data used in training. To learn a monitor that accurately represents the ODD, data used for learning the monitor needs to provide good coverage of the feature space over which the ODD is defined. We emphasize that a powerful ODD needs to be specified over runs of the system, as the history of observable features allows us to approximate hidden states of the black box system. To scale to this complex high-dimensional feature space, our framework builds on VERIFAI, an open-source toolkit for the formal design and analysis of systems that include ML components [6]. VERIFAI operates on an abstract semantic feature space, representing different spatial and temporal configurations of objects and agents, in which we want to analyze a system. This space is represented using SCENIC, a powerful probabilistic programming language for modeling environments [8]. A SCENIC program defines a distribution over configurations of physical objects and their behaviors over time from which various simulations can be sampled. While running the system in a sampled configuration, runs over valuations of the ODD’s feature space are collected and evaluated according to a (temporal) system-level specification. These form the training set for learning the monitor.

In the following sections, we briefly introduce the learning framework and show how it can be used to learn monitors for the ODD of an autonomous car with a black-box perception module for lane keeping. We particularly show the importance of learning state-based monitors that base their predictions on a history of observations [20] and discuss the challenges in learning such monitors. For more information on the formal definition of monitorable ODDs, the learning problem, and technical details on our framework, we refer the reader to [22].

2 Framework

Our framework is shown in Figure 1 and is composed of three main components: simulation-based analysis, data generation and learning, and conformance testing. For simulation-based analysis, we use VERIFAI [6]. Given an executable model of the system with the black-box (ML) component, a model of the environment in which the system is to be executed, given as a probabilistic program written in SCENIC [8], we use VERIFAI to run simulations and evaluate them according to a provided system-level specification i.e., one defining a property of the system (For example, an autonomous car should never exit its lane). The evaluated simulations are then forwarded to another component for data generation. The data generation component performs several operations on top of the simulation traces, applying certain filters, transformations, and slicing (see, e.g., [21, 22]). Once the data has been prepared for learning, a learner of our choice runs on top of the data. The outcome is an (optimal) monitor implementing the ODD. A monitorable ODD in our framework is learned in terms of a desired class of programs defined over the observable feature space. For the given system-level specification, one that defines a general ODD over a possible non-observable abstract feature space, our framework can be used to learn a monitorable ODD from the class of programs that predicts whether the system will violate the specification, based on sequences of valuations of the observable feature space. In our case study, we fix the class of decision trees as the class of monitors and learn two types of decision tree monitors, stateless monitors defined over positional values of the feature space (sequences of length 1), and state-based monitors defined over sequences of feature valuations of length 20. Finally, a conformance tester checks the quality of the monitor. Here, the conformance tester may use further simulation runs, using VERIFAI, to search for any counterexamples. If conformance testing succeeds, the framework terminates and returns the so-far learned monitor. Otherwise, counterexamples found during testing are forwarded to the data generating process to compute a new set of data over which a new monitor is learned. Counterexamples can be particularly of two types, false positives and false negatives. Learning can be biased toward one of these types by changing the value \( w_{fn} \).

3 Case Study: Image-based Lane Keeping

We used our framework in an experiment for learning a monitor for the ODD of an autonomous vehicle with an image-based perception module used for lane keeping. The perception module uses a convolutional neural network (CNN) that, for a given snapshot taken by a camera mounted at the front of the vehicle, returns the estimated cross-track error to the centerline of the lane. We are interested in learning a monitor which based on the values of the features of precipitation, cloudiness, the sun
angle, location on the map (junction or straight road), and radar data covering the front spectrum of the vehicle, determines whether the vehicle will remain in the lane. In the following, we provide some details on the experimental setup and results.

3.1 Setup

Our setup uses VERIFAI’s interface to the CARLA simulator [5]. The perception module is executed as part of a closed-loop system whose computations were sent to a client running inside CARLA. These are named values that represent the simulator state, such as the position of the car, its velocity, heading, weather conditions, other objects on the road.

The environment is modelled by the SCENIC program depicted in Figure 2. The sampler chooses simulations in different weather conditions, roads and initial positions on the road, and sun angles, thus, sampling different times of the day and their corresponding shadowing effects. The behavior of the ego car is implemented as a call to an external function implementing EgoBehavior, which defines a Simplex-based architecture [18] that depending on the decision of a learned monitor switches between the ML perception-based control and a safe controller.

The simulation runs were evaluated based on the temporal specification of "never invading another lane", using a built-in CARLA specification for detecting lane invasions. Initially, we obtained the training data from 115 simulations. In each conformance testing round, we used another 115 i.i.d simulations sampled from the SCENIC program. Lastly, we fixed decision trees as the class of our monitors and used a decision-tree learning procedure provided by the sci-kit learning library.

All experiments were conducted on a machine with a 3.5GHz 10-Core CPU, 64GB of RAM, and a GPU with 6 GPCs and a total 3072 cores.

3.2 Experiments

We conducted two types of experiments. In the first experiment, we learned stateless monitors that predict a violation of the system-level specification solely on the current valuation of the ODD’s

---

1The number of simulations was computed using Hoeffding’s inequality [11] for confidence value $\alpha = 0.01$ and error-margin $\epsilon = 0.1$.

2https://scikit-learn.org/
feature values. In the second experiment, we learned state-based monitors over sequences of feature valuations of length 20 steps. The labels of the training set were computed based on the recorded value of the system-level specification 20 steps into the future.

Figure 3 shows a statistical evaluation of all the monitors learned in the two experiments over five learning iterations. In each iteration, we computed the rate of false negatives (shown in lined red) and false positives (shown in solid green). The false negatives and false positives were computed by running the system in a non-Simplex fashion, i.e., without interference by the monitor, yet recording the predicted values of the monitor. If the monitor predicted a violation, yet no violation happened in 20 steps in the future, then this was marked as a false positive. If the monitor did not predict a violation, yet one occurred in 20 steps, then this was marked as a false negative. The result for the "w/o monitor" case, was computed by the rate of specification violations over all simulations.

All monitors learned using our framework were able to significantly increase the safety of the autonomous vehicle (decreasing the rate of false negatives) by switching to a safe controller when the CNN is not trusted to keep the system safe. A significant decrease in the false negatives rate is noticeable for state-based monitors in comparison to stateless monitors (compare false negative rates in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b)). With larger histories, the complexity of the monitors however increases. When learning a monitor, it is therefore important to balance the length of input sequences to the monitor and the delay caused by evaluating the monitor on this sequence length. For example, the positional monitors learned in Figure 3(a) caused an average delay of 201 $\mu s$ in each computation step. Using state-based monitors resulted in an increase in the average delay to 315 $\mu s$.

In general, after a certain number of iterations, we will exhaust the feature space of the ODD. When the rates of false positives and false negatives fluctuate within a certain bounded range, then this is an indication, that we reached optimal monitors (in a statistical sense) with respect to the ODD’s feature space. This was already clear after the third iteration when learning stateless monitors. For state-based monitors, the boundaries started to stabilize after iteration 4.

Lastly, integrating the learned monitors into the system resulted in the stabilization of the operation of the vehicle along the road (the results are based on a safe controller that is close to perfect and always guides the vehicle to the center of the lane). Monitors with smaller false negatives rates have a lower cross-track error (CTE) range than those with larger ones, especially, the system that uses no monitor. A lane invasion was recorded every time the vehicle exited the range $[-.6, 0.6]$. While the system solely using the CNN had an average CTE range of $[-1.17, 1.16]$, with state-based monitors we were able to reduce this to the range of $[-0.89,0.68]$ (based on the statistics of Mon4). The stateless monitors on the other hand did not achieve this range.

As with any learning problem, a good outcome requires choosing the right learning parameters. In the case of learning monitors for ODDs, this highly depends on finding the right length of sequences, the prediction horizon, and most importantly the features used in learning the ODD. In the future, we plan on exploring these aspects more, building on experiences in counterexample-guided learning methods to obtain good counterexamples in each iteration of the learning process.

4 Conclusion

We presented a framework for learning monitorable operational design domains for autonomous systems that include ML components. The framework is based on a counterexample-guided learning approach that builds on simulation-based analysis methods to retrieve its counterexamples. We evaluated our approach on a lane keeping case study from the domain of autonomous driving and showed the importance of state-based monitors in comparison to monitors that compute their prediction based on positional data.
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